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a b s t r a c t

Software producing organizations are frequently judged by others for being ‘open’ or ‘closed’, where a
more ‘closed’ organization is seen as being detrimental to its software ecosystem. These qualifications can
harm the reputation of these companies, for they are deemed to promote vendor lock-in, use closed data
formats, and are seen as using intellectual property laws to harm others. These judgements, however, are
frequently based on speculation and the need arises for a method to establish openness of an organization,
such that decisions are no longer based on prejudices, but on an objective assessment of the practices of
a software producing organization. In this article the open software enterprise model is presented that
roduct software vendors
latforms
oftware development governance
rganizational openness

enables one to establish the degree of openness of a software producing organization. The model has
been evaluated in five interviews, is illustrated using three case studies, and shows that organizational
openness and transparency are complex variables, that should not be determined based on belief or
prejudice. Furthermore, the model can be used by software producing organizations as a reference for
further opening up their business, to stimulate the surrounding software ecosystem, and further their
business goals.

© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
. Introduction

Software producing organizations (SPOs) have one goal in com-
on: get the software that is being produced to be adopted as

requently as possible. Different business models exist to obtain
hat goal, from open source models where source code is given
way for free, to service models where the source code is running on
protected server. SPOs have discovered that they can achieve their
oals quicker by creating an ecosystem of partners around the prod-
ct, such as developers or resellers. These developers and resellers
ill only participate, however, if the SPO opens up: business pro-

esses that are traditionally closed need to be shared with actors
n the ecosystem to help them create value. Such value is created
y mass-development (open source), mass-customization (open
onfiguration), and many other strategies that include opening

p business processes. Traditionally monolithic and closed orga-
izations that open up their business processes are named Open
oftware Enterprises (OSEs).
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utzen.Luinenburg@gxsoftware.com (L. Luinenburg).
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An OSE creates its own network of collaborators called a soft-
ware ecosystem. Software ecosystems are defined as a set of actors
functioning as a unit and interacting with a shared market for soft-
ware and services, together with the relationships among them
(Jansen et al., 2009). These relationships are frequently under-
pinned by a common technological platform or market and operate
through the exchange of information, resources and artifacts. There
are several motivators for establishing a software ecosystem, such
as the ability to respond more flexibly to varying requirements for
varying domain specific solutions that are based on the platform
or quicker adoption than competitors through large partner and
developer networks. Iansiti and Levien (2004) state that organiza-
tions in an ecosystem depend on each other mutually for survival
and effectiveness. Therefore, the health of individual organizations
is not solely affected by itself but heavily depends on the health of
the complete network of firms.

An OSE is defined as an organization that produces software and
that has opened up its processes to at least one of the actor types
that are present in its software ecosystem. OSEs can be any type of
SPO, from independent software vendors to open source organiza-

tions. An actor can be any participant in a software ecosystem. In
this article we identify four types of actors, being developers, value-
added-resellers (VARs), service partners, and customers. Each of
these actors has the capability to add value to a SPO, by adding
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ource code, by making sales for the organization, or simply by
aying the software organization directly.

When a SPO intends to become an OSE, it must review its busi-
ess model. Several different business model evaluation techniques
xist, such as the application of Jansen and Brinkkemper’s soft-
are ecosystem modelling methods (Boucharas et al., 2009) or the

valuation technique of Rajala et al. (2003) who define a software
usiness model along four axes, being the distribution model, the
ervices and implementation supplied by the software vendor, the
evenue logic it applies, and its product strategy. In this article is
hown that the business model plays a key part in establishing
ow a SPO opens up its processes and that different value adding
ctors, such as third-party developers and VARs, have interest in
he opening of different process domains.

Several national initiatives, such as the draft ‘policy on
pen Standards for eGovernance’ (Ministry of Information and
ommunication Technology, 2008) in India and the ‘UK Govern-
ent IT strategy’ (Chief Information Officer Council, 2010), have

alled local governments to use ‘open’ software and standards
nstead of closed alternatives. It is hard for these public organi-
ations to establish exactly how open a SPO is, especially because
t present no objective instruments exist. This is detrimental to the
oftware industry, since commonly SPOs are unjustly deemed to be
pen or closed, leading to poor purchasing decisions.

The model presented in this article aims to establish how open or
losed an SPO is. The model’s raison d’etre is found in three aspects.
irst, unjust purchasing decisions are made based on prejudiced
penness evaluations, thereby not letting the best product or sup-
lier win. Secondly, SPOs are unaware of the different openness
ptions that exist, and they are unaware of how they can safely
hange their business model and open up their business to com-
ly with the requirements of local government and to stimulate
he software ecosystem. Thirdly, the model tries to take the focus
way from “open source”, and attempts to show that there is more
o openness than an open software license.

This article continues with the research approach in Section 2,
ncluding how design research was performed to create the OSE

odel and how case study research was applied to evaluate the
odel. In Section 3 the OSE model is presented that lists all the

ifferent openness options a SPO has. Furthermore, an openness
easure is presented that assists in objectively assessing the degree

f openness of a SPO. In Sections 4, 5, and 6, the results from three
ase studies are presented, including how their degree of open-
ess has been established. The case results are further analyzed in
ection 7 and discussed in Section 8, followed by related work in
ection 9. The article is concluded in Section 10 with a summary of
he contributions.

. Research approach

The main result from this research constitutes the OSE model.
he OSE model has been developed using design science, applying
he method as specified by Alan Hevner et al. (2004). Design-
cience research has a set of seven guidelines which help the
esearcher conduct, evaluate and present design-science research.
he seven guidelines address problem relevance, design as an arti-
act, research rigor, design as a search process, design evaluation,
esearch contributions and research communication. The guidelines
f the research problem, designing as an artifact, research rigor, and
esign evaluation are discussed.

The research problem that was identified is that the term “open-

ess” is used frequently in the context of SPOs, usually as a synonym

or beneficial, without actually providing a definition of openness
n this context. Unfounded decisions are made to open up parts
f SPOs and unsupported procurement decisions are made based
d Software 85 (2012) 1495–1510

on prejudiced perception of openness in the SPO’s context. These
unfounded decisions can lead to wrong strategic decisions and can
potentially make good products less appealing, based on a spec-
ulative qualification towards openness. Two sub-problems were
formulated: (1) there currently is no model that provides managers
an overview of the openness measures that can be taken by an SPO
and (2) there is no way to measure how open an organization is.
The results of these problems are that software organizations need
to guess in which way they should open up their processes to lever-
age the software ecosystems and that software organizations are
judged prematurely for being too closed. Both results are detri-
mental to the software industry. The artifact that is developed is
the OSE model, which addresses the two problems identified. The
OSE model can be used as a reference framework by SPOs to estab-
lish which options to open up if an SPO decides to become more
ecosystem friendly. Also, the model can be used by procuring orga-
nizations to establish which of the shortlisted products are more
“open”, by establishing which of the openness options have been
chosen by the supplier of those products.

In regards to research rigor, the research has been done using
two cycles of the design cycle, where a different evaluation method
was used for each cycle. For the first cycle the artifact was evalu-
ated doing five interviews with experts in the domain of software
ecosystems. In the second cycle, three case studies were done to fur-
ther establish whether the model was useful and could be applied
to examples of OSEs. Both research cycles were performed by a
different researcher.

2.1. Evaluation interviews

Five interviews were organized with experts in software ecosys-
tems. These experts were two product managers, a CTO and a CEO
of a software company, and finally an ecosystem manager. Each
of the interviewed has had at least 10 years of experience in the
software industry. The product managers were both from GX Soft-
ware, one of the case study companies. Interviews generally lasted
approximately 90 min and consisted of 10 open ended questions
about openness (as shown in Table 1), a model evaluation, and
a final case identification. The open ended questions concerned
the definition of an OSE, the different ways in which the inter-
viewee perceived openness, and how some companies appeared
to be more open than others. The questions are categorized into
problem relevance, model feasibility, and model evaluation. These
questions were established using a thought map and the guide-
lines for design research as presented by Hevner et al. (2004) who
explicitly state relevance, feasibility, and evaluation for artifact (in
our case the OSE model) development. The answers to the ques-
tions were noted down during the interviews, and processed and
stored in a spreadsheet within two hours of the interview.

After discussing the 10 questions about openness, the model
evaluation started with putting the graphic representation of the
model on the table and discussing each item in the model in
detail. Many potential additions were written down during these
interviews. (15 change suggestions in total, of which 6 were imple-
mented in the model.) An example of an openness option that did
not make the model, is “platform evangelism”, since, though rele-
vant to an ‘open’ business model, it does not specifically concern
opening up software development or its governance (Bonaccorsi
and Rossi, 2003). In the last two interviews, the OSE model was
deemed complete by the interviewees and no further changes were
suggested to the OSE model.
2.2. Case studies

Three case studies were selected by going through a list
of approximately 200 university contacts. Four companies were
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Table 1
Introductory questions for the expert reviews (before the model was shown).

Question Category

How do you perceive organizational openness
in the context of SPOs?

Problem relevance

What do you believe are the main reasons for
opening up a SPO?

Problem relevance

Do you feel that SPOs are sometimes
wrongfully judged to be open or closed?

Problem relevance

Do you believe a model could be created that
measures the openness of a SPO? What
would it look like?

Model feasibility

What companies do you believe are open?
Which ones closed? What has convinced you
of the fact that they are open or closed?

Model feasibility

Do you think that there are domain specific
aspects to openness of SPOs? Can a producer
of banking software even be open or is that a
business model related choice?

Model feasibility

Do you believe that the openness initiatives,
like the NOiV in the Netherlands, or similar
programs in India, the UK, and other
countries, can actually stimulate openness in
an economy?

Model evaluation

Do you think that a more open SPO is
stimulating its ecosystem in a better fashion
than a closed organization?

Model evaluation

Do you believe that SPOs have enough
information to open up their businesses? Do
you think an overview with openness
options is necessary?

Model evaluation
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Do you believe that being too open may
threaten the business model of a SPO?

Model evaluation

pproached for an evaluation, and two were willing to participate,
eing GX Software and the Open Design Alliance (Jansen et al.,
000). The third case study of the Eclipse Foundation was added
o complement a closed source case and a community source case
ith a case that provides its source code as open source completely.

he case studies followed the guidelines of Yin (2003), and Jansen
nd Brinkkemper (2008). According to these guidelines a case study
eport and a case study database were created. It must be noted
hat the EF case study did not include any interviews, but was done
hrough document study. The case study results were presented
o the case study participants to see whether they agreed that the
penness options correctly represented reality in both the open-
ess options themselves and the overall openness overview. The
ase study participants and results are described further in Sections
, 5 and 6.

The case studies consisted of three steps. First, a generic descrip-
ion of the case was created, that described the organization’s
wnership, structure, software product(s), and some of its recent
istory. The second step consisted of checking the openness options
f the OSE model with the interviewees, to establish which of the
ptions were considered to be open. The third step consisted of
iscussing how and why some of the openness options were actu-
lly open or closed, and how these openness options related to
he business model of the organization. These three steps can be
ound in the structure of the case study reports, as well as the short
ummaries in this paper.

The model was applied to the case studies by asking, for each
penness option, how the organization rated itself in regards to
penness. For each option where the interviewee considered the
rganization open or closed, we asked the interviewee to give the
otivating reasons behind saying this option was open or closed,

uch that in a discussion a qualitative rating could be established.

ll assignments were, however, done by the researcher. The reports
ritten after the case study were sent back to the case companies

or evaluation. In one case this led to extended discussions and
ome change suggestions for the model, which were not included.
d Software 85 (2012) 1495–1510 1497

3. Open software enterprise model

Three motivators are identified for opening up a software busi-
ness. The fundamental goal behind each of these motivators is the
increased adoption of a software artifact: as the barriers (i.e., price)
to use the product are lowered, customers will sooner use the prod-
uct. The first motivator is idealism. Once a software business is
opened up fully, the organization inexplicitly states that it believes
in its products and their adoption. With these open aspects, more
actors in the ecosystem are able to exert their influence over the
development of the products and keep it alive. A second motivator
is survival. If an organization is competing with another one, open-
ing up might encourage quicker adoption and standardization of its
products, thereby outperforming the non-free competitor. Exam-
ples of these are IBM’s Eclipse and Mozilla’s Netscape, which were
both opened up to compete with the de facto (commercial) solu-
tion. The third motivator is usually a commercial one: openness
can, for example, provide customers with (part of) the functional-
ity for free, but when they want to use the software commercially,
they need to upgrade to a commercial license.

The open software enterprise model presented in this article is
defined as listing the different openness options a SPO has, to open
up (parts of) the organizational governance, the software devel-
opment processes, the software product management processes,
the marketing and sales processes, and the consultancy and sup-
port processes. These openness options can have both opening and
closing effects on the business model. Each of the openness options
concerns a decision to share something that would not be shared by
a ‘traditional’ closed SPO. One of the compelling cases for the OSE
model lies in the integration of supply chain partners, such as VARs
and external software developers. The concept of the OSE and its
supply chain integration is based on the concept of the Extended
Enterprise, as presented by Davis and Spekman (2003). The OSE
model is based on the premise that openness is not a matter of fully
open or fully closed: organizations can choose to have a degree of
openness.

The OSE model is displayed in Fig. 1. The OSE model has been
created along two dimensions, being the SPO Practices Dimension
and the Management Level Dimension. Across the Management
Level Dimension, there are three layers being strategic, tactical
and operational (from long-range-view to short-range-view). As
a rule of thumb, each lower openness management level concerns
a shorter managerial view: whereas strategic management gen-
erally concerns 5–10 years from now, operational management is
concerned with the running of an organization. These three open-
ness management levels (strategic, tactical, and operational) are
taken from traditional management literature, such as the books
by Peter Drucker (1954). Along the SPO Practices Dimension, five
openness domains, governance, software development, product
management, marketing and sales, and consulting support and
services, are based on Brinkkemper’s research model on product
software (Xu and Brinkkemper, 2007) and Riehle’s five core busi-
ness processes of SPOs (Riehle, 2009), although Riehle has renamed
governance to “community management”. The research and devel-
opment openness options in the model were identified in large part
by going through the CMM-i (CMMI Product Team, 2006). The soft-
ware product management parts were validated by comparing and
contrasting with van de Weerd’s product management framework
(van de Weerd et al., 2006).

A keystone player is an actor in the ecosystem, whose contribu-
tion to the ecosystem stimulates the health of the entire ecosystem.
A specific type of keystone player is the technology provider, which

supplies the platform, software, and/or standards that are being
used by a large set of actors in the ecosystem. A keystone player is
not defined by its size, but by its contribution to the overall health of
the ecosystem. The OSE model is directed at actors in the software
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Fig. 1. The open so

cosystem that are directly in contact with the keystone technol-
gy provider, also known as partners who are in direct connection
o the keystone firm in the software supply network (Farbey and
inkelstein, 1999). Partners are defined as enterprises functioning
s associates in an activity, endeavor, or sphere of common inter-
st. When opening up, customers and partners surrounding the
oftware organization are pulled into the organization and may
ecome active participants in previously closed processes. When

ooking at the software ecosystem perspectives (being actor, soft-
are supply network, and software ecosystem level) (Jansen et al.,

009), the OSE model is focused on the software supply network
evel. It must be noted that there exist critical requirements for an
pen organization to succeed. The most important requirement is
hat the number of partners and customers that are able and will-
ng to participate in the processes of an open organization is large
nough.

.1. OSE: governance

Governance is defined as the way an organization is managed,
ncluding its powers, responsibilities and decision-making pro-
esses (Dubinsky and Kruchten, 2009). Generally, an organization’s
overnance is set out in its constitution or legal identity. Gover-
ance of software development involves the assignment of roles
nd decision rights, as well as the measures and policies that enable
ontinuous assessment. In the context of this article, it also defines
ow much power is left to the community and how much the soft-
are developing organization ‘keeps for itself’, since coordinating

oftware development in a supply chain is different from develop-
ng within one organizational entity (Riehle, 2009).

On the strategic level (governance), an organization can decide

o fully open up its governance policies (in a read or even write
ashion), thereby giving the community around the organization
nsight or even power in the organization. An example of open-
ng up governance policies is appointing an open committee that
enterprise model.

decides what new releases of a product will contain. A precondi-
tion is that the ecosystem surrounding the organization has been
made explicit and some kind of partnership or membership model
is in place. A second part of opening up governance policy, is the
opening up of the Intellectual Property (IP) that is created by the
organization, where IP does not only refer to the source code, but
also to any other artifacts developed within the organization, up
to process descriptions and product lifecycle plans. The strategic
level of opening up governance is related strongly to dealing with
competition and other ecosystems. To begin with, the organization
can decide to contribute or even integrate into other ecosystems.
Furthermore, ecosystems can have explicit or implicit strategies
on how to deal with other (competing) ecosystems. Furthermore,
an organization can choose to explicitly share its acquisition pol-
icy, i.e., they way in which the organization selects businesses to
acquire and patents to acquire. Finally, an organization must create
a knowledge management strategy, to enable and empower part-
ners in the software ecosystem, without surrendering too much
information and value. An example can be the opening up of a bug
tracking system, which informs the community of what bugs are
still open, but also informs competitors of the weaknesses in the
product.

On the tactical level (governance) an organization can open
up by helping partners in a number of ways: first it can provide
or even enforce a development process on its partners. Secondly,
generic governance processes can be shared and propagated to
partners developing components or plug-ins for the platform that
is provided by the organization. Thirdly, the organization can help
partners in solving grievances among each other and even assist
them in IP battles.

On the operational level (governance) an organization has

three options to become a more open organization: the organi-
zation can make the ecosystem explicit, by stating what types of
partners are part of the ecosystem and how these are related. Fur-
thermore, the organization can create a partner directory, in which
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artners and customers can find (other) partners and customers.
lso, the creation of active user groups can help these customers

n combining their forces and requests, and thereby providing bet-
er feedback cooperatively to the SPO. Finally, an organization can
hoose to create licenses that can be reused by other actors in the
cosystem.

.2. OSE: Research and Development (R&D)

Research and development (R&D) spending in a software busi-
ess on average consists of 25% of total revenue (Rönkkö et al.,
009). The R&D department plays the most important part in open-

ng up the software business, since most valuable knowledge is
reated there. Also, R&D is aware of potential partners: at some
oint during development these partners raised their heads with

nformation requests, API questions, or even requests for source
ode. Because of this, typically the first requests for openness come
rom the R&D department.

At the strategic level (R&D), the R&D department can decide
o share the technology roadmap, concerning the upcoming chal-
enges that are relevant to the domain on which the software
usiness focuses. Immediately following the technology vision
omes the research vision, concerning the challenges that the R&D
epartment is going to focus on in the following years. There are
everal organizations that have become proficient at presenting
hese visions, such as Apple with their closely followed press events
nd Microsoft at its worldwide DevDays. Another option R&D
epartments have is to publish the development procedures, with
ifferent aims. One aim can be to provide transparency, but more
requently, these procedures are published to inspire ecosystem
articipants to follow these same procedures. Another strategic
ption for an R&D department is to support open standards, as
pposed to closed standards. These open standards turn out to
e healthy for an ecosystem (Bannerman and Zhu, 2008), since
roprietary standards tend to be accompanied by several expen-
ive licensed products. Examples of such closed standards are, for
nstance, the DWG format (opendesign, 2011) from AutoCAD and
he PSD Photoshop image format from Adobe.

One of the most defining options is to share the actual source
ode of a product. Opening up the source code can be done at differ-
nt levels. These levels range from making the source code readable
y partners in a consortium to writable by anyone. The degree of
penness completely depends on the business model that is fol-
owed. If partners pay ‘rent’ to be part of the ecosystem, the first

ight be favorable. If the providing organization only sells services,
he source code might just as well be writable by anyone willing
o improve the product. An option software businesses also have is
o apply for research funding to further stimulate open standards
nd open knowledge. The vendor can apply for research funding
ecause its technology does not only further the software business
oals, but also that of its surrounding partners.

At the tactical level (R&D), the R&D department can choose to
hare innovations that are not directly related to the core value of
he product. If the organization is not planning to further research
he viability and business model behind an innovation, it might
e worthwhile to share the innovation with partners who are

nterested in that particular domain. Another option is to support
nterchangeable data formats that enable data sharing between
ifferent products (i.e., different ecosystems.)

A further option is to share the source code and reuse poli-
ies. These source code policies prescribe how one should reuse
ther source code (from the web, for instance) and how source

ode shall be published. Also, a reuse policy defines which licenses
re allowed to be considered for inclusion into the main product.
nfortunately, it still occurs frequently that software businesses
iscover that third-party components that are used within some
d Software 85 (2012) 1495–1510 1499

of the products have an incompatible license, as Alspaugh, Asun-
cion, and Scacchi observe (Alspaugh et al., 2008). Another option
on the tactical level is the outsourcing of tasks, to achieve scala-
bility. As these tasks are outsourced, other partners are included
in the production process, bringing them even closer to the pro-
duction process. A vendor that has been successful at this in the
past is Cisco (Gawer and Cusumano, 2002). Finally, an organization
can certify components of other actors in the ecosystem to provide
them with a quality rating, which these actors can use for sales and
promotion.

On the operational level (R&D), a software business can open
up several operational parts of the development process, such as
the bug tracking system and the testing process. Also, in regards
to the software architecture, several steps can be taken to open
up the software product. First and foremost, the products can be
opened up using (content) Application Program Interfaces (APIs),
for partners to enable functionality and content reuse. Secondly, as
the product grows, it might be relevant to modularize and create a
reuse enabling architecture. Such an architecture stimulates reuse
both within the R&D department and for others who wish to reuse
parts of the product.

On the operational side, R&D can open up the testing process,
by sharing both test results and candidate releases of the product.
This transparency enables dependent parties to pre-test and poten-
tially adjust their products appropriately. Also, the sharing of the
bug repository can be beneficial to third parties in that this pro-
vides insight into potentially unexpected behavior of the product.
Furthermore, doing co-development with others on the product
and providing developer training to third-parties can be benefi-
cial to the ecosystem. Finally, software operation knowledge, i.e.,
the knowledge that can be gathered from software operating in the
field such as performance data and crash reports, can be propagated
to ecosystem actors to further stimulate higher quality software in
the ecosystem (van der Schuur et al., 2011).

3.3. OSE: Software Product Management (SPM)

Software product management (SPM) is defined by Ebert et al.
as the process of managing software that is built and implemented
as a product, taking into account lifecycle considerations. It is the
discipline and business process which governs a product from its
inception to the market or customer delivery and service in order
to generate biggest possible value to the organization (Gorschek
et al., 2010). SPM is different from governance in that it focuses
more on the internal specifics of a product, such as its require-
ments, quality, development plans, and market plans, whereas
governance focuses more on organizational and intellectual prop-
erty ownership, development processes, organizational strategy,
and community management.

On the strategic level (SPM) organizations can choose to share
both their platform strategy and vision, by presenting it at yearly
meetings. Furthermore, the SPM level managers can choose to pub-
lish their process and life-cycles in regards to products, so that
others gain insight and potentially reuse the lifecycle for their own
practices. By doing so, others can hook into similar development
practices, creating a more homogeneous ecosystem.

On the tactical level (SPM) organizations can choose to out-
source requirements engineering to others, such that other parties
engage in the gathering of requirements for future versions. Fur-
thermore, organizations can opt to open up the product roadmaps.
These can be opened up such that others can see where the prod-
uct is headed and base their own decisions on these road maps.

The product roadmaps can also be opened up in the sense that
others can adjust the roadmap, giving up more power. A typical
way of doing so is by organizing customer days in which customers
can provide their opinions and inputs to the product, for instance
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hrough a voting process (Kabbedijk et al., 2009). Finally, the orga-
ization must make explicit and share the policies in regards to the

P of a product, and the IP of the products included in the product
tself (such as open source products).

On the operational level (SPM) organizations can choose to
pen up the requirements engineering process, for instance by
etting customers vote on new proposed features. Furthermore,
rganizations can open up their release planning, where they coor-
inate with stakeholders when a next release is published. This
oordination is generally beneficial for stakeholders, because then
he stakeholders can adjust their planning to that of the organiza-
ion. Also, an organization can publish release candidates, such that
takeholders in the ecosystem can test with the release candidate
efore a new version comes out.

.4. OSE Marketing and Sales (M&S)

On the strategic level (M&S) an organization can open up the
arket vision and expectations, to encourage partners to pursue

ertain domains and discourage them from pursuing others. Also,
he organization can choose to develop innovative new business

odels for its partners. An example of such an innovative business
odel is the in-application payment model on the iPhone, which
akes it possible for application developers for the iPhone platform

o make money through the application itself and not just by sales
f the application. These innovative business models open up new
pportunities for partners. Another major option is to develop a
rogressive partner model, in which the most valuable and high-
rofile partners het control in the organization as well.

On the tactical level (M&S) an organization can choose to open
p and share its market information with the aim of stimulating the
ompetitive edge of the full ecosystem. Another information source
hat stimulates the ecosystem is the publication of (parts of) cur-
ent and potential customers and suppliers within the ecosystem.
inally, new distribution channels can be developed by an organiza-
ion to enable partners to sell software through channels that were
reviously unavailable. An example of new distribution channels is
pplication stores, such as Android’s market, in which developers
an sell applications globally to all Android users.

On the operational level (M&S) the organization can choose to
reate internal and external component markets, to encourage the
se of these channels for sales of applications and domain specific
olutions. Furthermore, the organization can encourage partner
rganizations by handing out certifications based on quality cri-
eria. These certifications will inform customers of these partners
f the level of quality they can expect from these partners. This
an happen in regards to sales and services as well as component
ertification. Finally, an organization can involve partners in sell-
ng software. An example is when a customer visits a partner of
he organization, to get a reference on the organization. Another
xample is by providing partners with incentives for selling the
ain platform and its components.

.5. OSE Consulting and Support Services (CSS)

Almost every SPO will at some point provide Consulting and
upport Services (CSS) (Cusumano, 2008). These services are
equired to help customers get set up, help partners in deploying
he product for the first couple of times, and help plug-in develop-
rs in getting their first version up and running. As these services
re provided, the organization benefits from making explicit and
haring knowledge with partners, since the knowledge does not

eed to be made explicit when the organization provides these ser-
ices again. In closed ecosystems, keystone players often restrict
he transfer of implementation knowledge using policies or pro-
edures in order to secure core competencies (Simonin, 1999). As
d Software 85 (2012) 1495–1510

shown in the ERP implementation context, the transfer of knowl-
edge between technical consultants and business users contributes
to the success of implementation (Ko et al., 2005).

On the strategic level (CSS) the organization can share all
knowledge that is gathered while providing CSS to partners. The
knowledge that is gathered by the organization and its partners
can benefit future CSS projects, and storing these centrally and
opening them up to partners benefits the ecosystem. Furthermore,
the development of an explicit strategy for these processes, such
as delegating smaller projects to partners, benefits the software
ecosystem in that partners will get new business opportunities
from the organization.

On the tactical level (CSS) an organization can delegate CSS
projects to partners. The ecosystem profits from this in two ways:
the partner can sell CSS and the partner learns new things about
the platform provided by the organization, creating valued skills.
Furthermore, on the tactical level CSS knowledge must be shared
using project process knowledge and ticket databases, preferably
in which partners can help each other and share knowledge among
each other as well. Finally, an organization can decide to develop
quality measures for customers and partners, to indicate at what
service quality level the partners are operating, and what they can
do to improve these levels.

Finally, on the operational level (CSS) organizations can share
detailed descriptions of CSS project details. One such detail can
be the sharing of customer configuration, though this will be
uncommon. Furthermore, an organization can employ collabo-
rative workspaces in which different project organizations work
together and share knowledge on a platform. Also, organizations
can provide consultant trainings to accredit consultants and assure
customers.

A business model focuses on how value is added to an organi-
zation. Four types of external entities that can add value to a SPO
are distinguished. An organization opens up its enterprise depend-
ing on which of these external entities an organization wishes to
gain value from. The four value adding entities distinguished for
this article are developers, customers, VARs, and service partners.
Developers are a special case, since their value is added through
source code, instead of money.

If the software is developed in an open source environment,
governance issues require much more attention than a closed
development organization. The governance issues that deserve
attention are the development process, the role of software devel-
opers, and the owner of the IP. Also, the research and development
domain of openness is influenced: the technology and research
roadmaps and vision must be shared explicitly with the commu-
nity, the IP must be explicitly managed and checked in the source
code, and bug repositories and test reports must be opened up.
Finally, software product management is affected since now it is
required that all developers can have their say in the release plan-
ning and requirements that will be implemented in the future.

Three different distribution channels can be identified, indirect-
through-VAR, indirect-through-service-organization, and direct-
to-customer (Popp, 2010). It must be noted that a combination
of the first two can be possible, but that is only marginally
relevant for the openness options. The first distribution chan-
nel, indirect-through-VAR, requires openness on the research and
development domain, especially when looking at the APIs and SDKs
required to extend a platform. Also, depending on how much of
the income these resellers provide, openness is required in both
the marketing and sales and consulting and support domains.
The same holds for the second distribution channel, indirect-

through-service-organization, which requires openness in both the
marketing and sales and consulting and support domains. The
third distribution channel, direct-to-customer, requires openness
on almost all domains, since the customer has a large stake in
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he future of the SPO. Its focus, however, is on buying and then
eploying and implementing the software solution in the customer
rganization.

.6. Model application

The model is to be used by two different parties, being external
nd internal assessors. Internal assessors, who have access to all
takeholders in the organization, assess the organization’s open-
ess with the aim of providing insight to the organization into the
vailable and implemented openness options of an organization.
n external assessor is someone who needs to know how open an
rganization is in comparison to another, for instance for purchas-
ng decisions. These external assessors may not be able to uncover
he details for each of the openness options, but a fair comparison
an still be made of organizations when they are assessed on their
isible characteristics.

Due to the explorative nature of this work, it is hard to provide
strict method for the determination of whether an option is open

or an SPO or not. We do, however, wish to point out the follow-
ng guidelines. To begin with, the option’s openness must count for
he product or platform that is responsible for the main portion
f the company’s income, revenue, and activity (in the case of an
rganization without revenue or easily-measurable income). Sec-
ndly, the options are all based on the availability of some critical
oncept, such as the availability of another channel than the main
istribution channel for “Develop distribution channels”. This crit-

cal concept is usually visible through either the SPO’s web site but
an also be established by querying partners. Thirdly, there must
e critical mass behind the openness option: i.e., it cannot be a the
imple “boasting” of an organization, but other players must be
ble to participate and collaborate with the SPO. This collaboration
ust be observable and preferably measurable. Finally, openness

uggests that any entity is able to participate and collaborate in the
cosystem. In case some entities are by default excluded from the
ollaboration despite proven attempts to collaborate, the option is
imply not open.

The model is applied by assessing for each openness option
hether it is implemented by an SPO. For each of the openness

ptions, one must qualitatively assess whether it is open or not.
ome are easy to establish, such as the option “Share technology
nd research roadmap”, since that can be found through a web
earch or through contact with the company. If the roadmap is only
hared with a restricted set of third parties, such as a partner net-
ork, it is not considered open. In the words of one of the experts:

The Apple iPhone platform is open in a sense that you can develop
or it, but by their rules, so actually it is not that open.” Others, such
s “Develop distribution channels” are harder to establish, since it
ay seem unclear what qualifies as a distribution channel. For the

ase studies “Develop distribution channels” was considered open,
hen an app store was present or when partners were involved in

he distribution of the main software product. The criteria for being
pen or closed were established based on the descriptions provided
n this section. In the case of the case studies, it was always estab-
ished that we were talking about the main product of the SPO, and
ot a product that does not necessarily represent the strategy of the
ompany. For example, the release of Microsoft’s Wix deployment
ool set as open source does not make Microsoft a company with
he “share open source” openness option.

.7. Model relationships
The model is not easily separable, i.e., most of the options have
irect effects on the other options. We have been able to identify
everal types of relationships in the model, based on a matrix of all
ependencies between openness options. The matrix has not been
d Software 85 (2012) 1495–1510 1501

presented here for three reasons: it is hard to operationalize the
dependencies, the matrix stands unevaluated at this time, and it
does not directly add to the clarity of the OSE model. Some exam-
ples and categories of dependencies, however, are described below.
The first type of relationship found is horizontal top to bottom rela-
tionships, where one openness option from a management level
depends on an openness option from a higher management level.
This category contains the most relationships. An example of such
a relationship is the operational option “Create internal and exter-
nal component markets” which is influenced by the tactical option
“Develop distribution channels”, which in turn is influenced by the
strategic option “Develop innovative business models”. These rela-
tionships are abundant, illustrating the strong internal cohesion of
the model.

The second type of relationship we name diagonal relationships.
These diagonal relationships, which tend to go from top left to
bottom right, are relationships that show that strategic openness
options do not only influence their own SPO practices, but also oth-
ers. A trivial example of such a relationship is “Involve partners
in marketing and sales”, which is directly influenced by “Create a
partnership model”. Interestingly, some of the options, especially
in the governance SPO practice, influence many other options. The
options that have 10 influences or more are “Create a partnership
model”, “Implement ecosystem knowledge management strategy”,
“Share source code” and “Share technology and research roadmap”.

Some of the other relationships identified are in the same prac-
tice category at the same management level (within one block
in Fig. 1). Furthermore, there are no influences from lower man-
agement levels to higher management levels. There are some
influences from practice to practice at the same management level,
such as “Share development process knowledge” from the research
and development practice, being influenced by “Implement ecosys-
tem knowledge management strategy” from the Governance
practice. Finally, all of the practices at the two lower management
levels are influenced by or related to options from higher levels.

4. Case study: The Open Design Alliance (ODA)

The Open Design Alliance (ODA) is an organization that strives
for open standards with respect to CAD formats, and more specifi-
cally the dwg file format. The ODA presently has 2000 members. The
ODA develops the ODA platform, which includes the ODA libraries.
The ODA Platform can be included in any CAD product to enable
reading and writing of dwg formatted files. Currently approxi-
mately 28 people work for the ODA, of which 25 are developers. The
ODA has four different member types, being associate, commercial,
sustaining, founding and educational. Each of these membership
types has different rights, privileges, and costs, up to the level of
full access to the source code. Membership is gained after signing
the ODA membership agreement. The ODA maintains its ecosystem
by organizing conferences, publishing books and learning materi-
als, and a bi-weekly status report that is sent by e-mail to each
member.

4.1. ODA software ecosystem developments and health

Three software ecosystems play a part in the ODA’s history.
First, the firm’s software ecosystem consists of all those who use
the ODA’s components and platform. Secondly, the ODA is a major
player in the dwg technology ecosystem. The ODA has an interest-
ing history in the context of software ecosystem s. First, the ODA

was founded as a company by eight other companies around 1990,
feeling the need to open up the dwg file format. In 1998 the Visio
corporation, now part of the Microsoft Corporation, acquired the
company. Soon the Visio corporation realised that the expertise
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ithin their newly acquired team was not specific to Visio, but to
any others as well. Visio founded the OpenDWG Alliance, or ODA

s it is now known, in 1998 and opened up its membership to others.
Another interesting development is that the ODA started out

s an organization that focused on opening the dwg standard to
oftware vendors. During its lifetime, however, the focus widened
o include several other complementing and competing standards
nto the libraries. As the amount and variety of formats that were
ncluded in the libraries increased, the structure of the software
volved as well. Presently, the ODA platform consists of viewers,
eaders, APIs and documentation that enable developers to access
nd modify CAD related storage formats. Along with these devel-
pments came a name change: the ODA libraries became the ODA
latform.

Many of the current utilities in the ODA platform were supplied
r purchased from third-parties, which thereby enriched the ODA
latform. As these third-party utilities were included in the plat-
orm with increasing frequency the ODA realised that the platform
eeded to encourage this type of reuse. Recently, the ODA started
he Third-party Supplier Program, a program that enables sustain-
ng and founding members to contribute their own components to
he platform. The ODA platform is then used as a reseller platform,
lthough the license agreements and billing are arranged by the
embers themselves. Finally, the ODA platform is trying to be more

ffective for its members by focusing on vertical markets. Presently,
he ODA platform contains components for the geo-information

arket, the mechanical design market, and for the architecture
arket. The ODA is researching other areas that are of interest to

ts members.
The openness of the ODA software ecosystem is a threat to the

usiness model of the dwg format of AutoDesk, which has led to a
umber of lawsuits from AutoDesk towards the ODA. These law-
uits are a relatively successful competition strategy, considering
hat they tend to cost the ODA a lot of money, a resource that is
ormally used to employ platform developers. The ODA software
cosystem can be considered to be in direct competition with the
utoDesk software ecosystem, since AutoDesk does provide APIs

o access the dwg format to its own members.
The ODA measures its success in the number of members it has.

he members are the most valuable asset to the ODA, since they
nable, through their membership fee, the ODA to get more devel-
pers. The ODA actively brings together its members to create a
ore active community, since the members are dispersed all over

he globe.

.2. ODA and its degree of openness

The ODA is a special kind of organization: due to the fact that it
onsists of 25 developers and a small number of managers, it has
o sales department and no consultancy and services department.
he ODA has, however, decided to open up many of the processes
hat are present in the OSE model in Fig. 1.

In regards to ODA governance, the ODA is led by its found-
ng members. These founding members can do anything, from
hanging the ODA’s licenses to completely open source to stopping
he organization completely. On a day-to-day basis, however, the
ounding members tend not to exert their control and put their trust
n the ODA CEO. Because the ODA is not a big organization, it has
pecifically made choices about which processes to open and which
rocesses to leave for the future. To begin with, the governance of
he ODA is rarely changed but open for changes by the founding

embers and change requests from the other members. The ODA

as an advanced partnership model, with different memberships.
t the basic level, new members pay approximately 100 dollars for
one time trial membership. At the top level, members pay 12,000
ollars yearly, for access to premium services and the source code
d Software 85 (2012) 1495–1510

of the complete platform. The ODA does not do any acquisition of
partners and competitors, at present. The ODA does not enforce
its partners to use specific development standards and procedures.
The ODA also does not coordinate grievances between partners.
At present, the ODA ecosystem has not been made explicit and no
member directories exist, even for members themselves. The ODA
makes explicit to its members how trademarks and IP should be
used within the ODA ecosystem.

In regards to ODA Research and Development, the ODA pub-
lishes its technology and research roadmap, though be it informally
at the yearly conference and through its newsletter. At present,
the ODA does not make its development process explicit to mem-
bers. The ODA does explicitly address the issue of open standards,
mostly through the constant discussion with AutoDesk to open up
its DWG file format. The ODA does not, however, apply for fund-
ing, mostly because it is a global organization. Source code is openly
available to the top level memberships, although it is not frequently
asked by these members. The ODA at present has no reuse policy
and does not outsource development tasks. ODA members commu-
nicate using the ODA forum, which is frequently studied by ODA
management, to discover problems, trends, and challenges for the
ODA community.

The ODA’s Software Product Management is fairly closed,
although the roadmap is approved by the committee of founding
members. The plans for new products are published, but not the
lifecycle of these products. The platform strategy and vision are
shared informally, much like the technology and research visions.
The ODA does not share or outsource requirements engineering
and product roadmaps. Furthermore, the release plans are not
shared explicitly with members. Recently, a wish list has been
made available online, where partners can enter new product
requirements.

ODA Marketing and Sales is the smallest portion of the ODA’s
activities. It is therefore not surprising that the ODA does not have
an explicit partner model for sales and implementations, does not
develop innovative business models, share market information, or
develop distribution channels. Furthermore, the ODA does not cer-
tify partners or involve partners in sales. The ODA has recently
introduced the concept of sharing components on a component
market, although this has not been operational to date.

ODA Consulting and Support Services consist mostly of online
help through the forum. Furthermore, personal support (also gen-
erally through the web) is given to higher level members of the
ODA. The ODA shares its knowledge on how to integrate the ODA
platform mostly through its documentation and forums. Imple-
mentation projects are not outsourced to partners. The ODA at
present does not certify its partners and there are no quality mea-
sures in place by which partners can qualify themselves. Also, no
information on end-customers is shared, because the ODA is not a
direct contact for the customers of its members. Finally, the ODA
does not provide developer trainings.

4.3. ODA Business Model Alignment

The ODA has two main activities, being governance and software
development. In regards to governance, the ODA has about five peo-
ple who work on keeping the ecosystem active and alive. These
five are involved in management, administration, product man-
agement, governance, and marketing. The other 25–30 employees
work on the ODA platform, the main product of the ODA. The ODA
has an open governance model and has the ambition to be as open
an ecosystem as for instance the Eclipse ecosystem. The ODA is

restricted in size, however, limiting its abilities to open up cer-
tain processes, such as sharing product life cycles or sharing the
product line roadmaps. Because the ODA’s main source of income
is resellers, it is expected that the ODA has opened up mostly the
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omains of R&D, SPM, and Marketing and Sales, which is true. CSS
s also expected to be more open in regards to CSS, but because the
latform can be deployed relatively easily, not much is required
rom the ODA in that respect.

The ODA is defending the case for open standards: it reverse
ngineers the dwg format of commercial Autodesk solution, to open
p an otherwise expensive proprietary standard. There are dangers
o this business model, since AutoDesk consciously and actively
rotects the IP of its formats. AutoDesk has taken action against
he ODA, by disputing, for instance, the dwg trademark (a case
hat was settled out of court). It remains a question whether the
urrent shape the ODA is in (small overhead) can remain if com-
eting ecosystems continue to take action against the ODA. On the
ther hand the consortium structure has made the ODA relatively
esilient to influences from other ecosystems.

The ODA is a rare case of a SPO that is not allowed to make profit:
very dollar made should go back into further development of the
latform. This has several implications for the software ecosystem.
ecause the ODA is run by members, a small layer of manage-
ent (four people) is required to steer the organization. All other

ersonnel are approximately 25 developers who add value to the
latform. An interesting effect of this structure is that the ODA has
high level of credibility with its members, since the members feel

hey can influence decisions that are made by the ODA, and not
oo much money is wasted on overhead, such as high management
ees or large marketing campaigns. The ODA has experienced con-
inuous growth over the last years, even though 2009 was a tough
ear for the software industry. Its consortium structure and the
opularity of the dwg format for three-dimensional drawings have
een increasing the demand for the ODA platform. More members
ave been actively participating in the governance of the organi-
ation, providing the developers with much needed feedback and
ew requirements.

. Case study: the Eclipse Foundation

The Eclipse Foundation (eclipse.org, 2011) is a non-profit,
ember-supported corporation that hosts the Eclipse projects, a

ange of products that support developers in the development pro-
ess through compilers, development environments, visualization
ools, etc. The Foundation provides governance services, such as
unning the IT infrastructure, doing IP due diligence, and mentor-
ng the open source projects, for the Eclipse community. The EF
an be seen as one of the leading open source communities. It is
enerously supported by industry.

IBM, who was then developing the first versions of Eclipse,
eleased it into open source in 2001. In that same year the Eclipse
onsortium was started by nine companies who felt that current
evelopment tools were not sufficient and should not be developed
y one organization alone. By 2003 the consortium had grown to
ver 80 members and in 2004, the EF was founded.

Much like the Open Design Alliance described in Section 4,
he history of the EF provides a jumping board for a success-
ul ecosystem. When the Eclipse platform was released into open
ource, members of the consortium were free to develop their own
omain-specific solutions for Eclipse, immediately creating a lively
ommunity around the platform. Now, only nine years after the first
onsortium was created, the EF and the developers surrounding
he ecosystem consist of tens of thousands of developers, fourteen
trategic members, and several other rungs of members, such as
olution, committer, enterprise and associate members. Interest-

ngly, strategic members and enterprise members pay fees to the EF
rom 50,000 dollars up to 500,000 dollars. These fees above 50,000
ollars can be reduced to that amount by committing developers
o the Eclipse projects full-time.
d Software 85 (2012) 1495–1510 1503

5.1. Eclipse and its degree of openness

The EF adheres to most of the options of the OSE model. To begin
with, in regards to EF Governance the EF has fully opened its gov-
ernance strategy. The members of the EF can, depending on their
level of membership and overall influence in the ecosystem, change
EF policies according to the EF bylaws and membership agreement.
Furthermore, the EF has created an advanced membership model,
accommodating the different types of members (users, developers,
VARs). Also, the EF has an explicit IP strategy that is fully explained
on its site. The EF also coordinates contributions to other ecosys-
tems, such as the Apache ecosystem, as decided by the members.
The EF does not share an explicit acquisition strategy, although sev-
eral open source projects have joined with the EF. Also, no explicit
strategy has been created for how to deal with competition of the
EF. There is a well-defined knowledge management strategy for the
EF, resulting in several portals, forums, and documents. One part of
this are the development process standards that are described in
full on the EF website and can be adopted by both EF projects and
outside projects. The EF can mediate when members need arbitra-
tion in a conflict within a project or between projects. Finally, the
EF has created user groups explicitly with an associated member-
ship type, the ecosystem has been made explicit, and there exists a
large partner directory on the EF website.

For EF Research and Development, the EF works actively on
promoting its technology and strategy roadmaps. Furthermore, the
EF communicates openly how its software is developed. The EF
further stimulates open standards, by explicitly opening up the
different file formats and by reusing open standards where pos-
sible. Also, the EFs source code is accessible through its CVS portal
(dev.eclipse.org, 2011). The EF shares its IP, including any inno-
vations that do not fit the EF’s strategy. Furthermore, the EF has
made explicit what kind of code can and cannot be reused in
projects. The EF does not certify any of the available third party
plug-ins, although a certification component for Eclipse (Sherriff
and Williams, 2006) is available. The Eclipse project has created an
easily extendible architecture, that tries to promote reuse across
the board. Eclipse project unit test results are published, though
be it informally. Furthermore, the Eclipse project’s bug repository
is open (bugs.eclipse, 2011). Finally, Eclipse lets its members help
development, developer training is provided, and reusable software
licenses have been created.

In regards to EF Software Product Management, the EF shares
the product lifecycle for different products (or projects). Further-
more, the EF explicitly shares the EF platform strategy and vision.
The EF ‘outsources’ requirements engineering to members, shares
and adjusts product roadmaps based on member opinions, and
the requirements process of the Eclipse project is completely
transparent. Finally, release planning is made explicit, and release
candidates are usually published ahead of time, to accommo-
date members that depend on the Eclipse Product for their own
future.

With respect to EF Marketing and Sales, the EF shares its market
vision and develops innovative business models, in the sense that
platform plug-ins can be built of different shapes and sizes, with
different business models, as long as the EF membership agree-
ment is respected. There is no sales partner program for the Eclipse
project, but the EF does share whatever marketing information it
can find on the Eclipse platform, as well as potential members, part-
ners, and developers. The EF does not certify partners. The EF does,
however, include partners in promotional activities. Also, the EF
has created several component markets, that can be used by third

party developers to promote their plug-ins and products.

In regards to EF Consulting and Support Services, the EF has no
explicit implementation projects, where the Eclipse Project needs
to be deployed, configured, and implemented at a customer. The
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ments (2000). These two groups cooperated intensively, leading
to complex management structures: sometimes features were
requested for all customers, sometimes for one customer specifi-
cally. As both the company and its development department grew,
Fig. 2. Eclipse Foundation Management Structure, recorded o

F therefore does not have a service delivery management strategy
nd does not outsource any such project. The EF does not have a spe-
ific ticket database for implementation problems, nor does it share
mplementation project process knowledge or quality measures.
inally, the EF does not provide consultant training.

.2. EF Business Model Alignment

When looking at the business model of the EF, we see that
evelopers add significant value to the organization by their daily
ontributions to the IP of the EF. Furthermore, a large portion of rev-
nue comes from customers and end-users (enterprise members)
ecause of their dependency on the Eclipse platform. Also, a sec-
nd portion of revenue comes from VARs, who use the platform to
reate new value for their customers. A final note in regards to the
clipse platform is its mode of distribution: Eclipse can be down-
oaded from the EF website and deployed fairly easily. Taking the
esign of the EF business model into account, the degree of open-
ess of the EF is easily explained. The openness in the governance,
&D, and SPM domains is necessary to accommodate the develop-
rs and VARs. The openness in the marketing and sales domain is
equired by VARs. Finally, the fact that there is hardly any open-
ess in the area of CSS lies in the fact that little or no services are
equired for the deployment and implementation of Eclipse into an
rganization.

The EF case is different from the previous two cases because of
he EF’s main activity. The EF’s main activity is the governance of the
clipse ecosystem. The Eclipse team is modeled in the management
tructure in Fig. 2. The main functions that can be distinguished are
ntellectual property management, ecosystem development, and

arketing, which is a totally different structure than that of, for
nstance, the ODA case, where 30 out of 34 people are involved

ith software development and quality assurance.
The Eclipse ecosystem is successful for a number of reasons.

o begin with, the EF has been well able to mobilize its users,
omain specific developers, and ‘verticals’, i.e., the third parties
hat develop plug-ins for a specific development technology, such
s an Eclipse environment for PHP (PDT) or Ruby on Rails (Aptana).
second reason for being successful is that Eclipse is a platform

or developers, by developers. Developers and software engineer-
ng researchers predictably require more features from a platform

uch as the Eclipse platform and these developers are well suited to
evelop new extensions and features. This is different from the ODA
ase, where the end users rarely know they are using a component
rom the ODA when they do. A third reason why the EF is successful
l 16th, 2010. Note the absence of a development department.

is the strong backing from industry. The founding members of the
EF are among the most respected SPOs in the world.

6. Case study: GX Software

GX Software is a Dutch company with approximately 120
employees, active in both the Netherlands and the United States. GX
Software’s product, GX WebManager is a CMS that is used by many
large organizations to build and maintain complex websites and
web applications. The architecture of GX Software WM has been
studied and modeled by Souer and van Mierloo (2008). GX Software
has approximately 150 customers, with several product deploy-
ments each. GX Software’s revenue comes for approximately 50%
from licenses and approximately 50% from professional services,
such as partner enablement, implementation projects, customiza-
tion, and training. GX Webmanager, GX Software’s product is
extendible, in that customizations can be built and managed for
specific customers or verticals. GX WebManager is dependent on
several components supplied by the Apache Foundation and GX
Software contributes actively by frequently participating in open
source development of Apache components.

GX Software’s business model has changed considerably in
the last decade, as can be see in Fig. 3. Traditionally, GX Soft-
ware consisted of one core team of developers and one core
team of service engineers that provided customer specific deploy-
Fig. 3. Business Model Evolution for the GX Software Company.
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ig. 4. Screenshot from GX Software AppStore: GX Software’s component store. The
umber one application renders pages from any deployment of GX Software Web
anager for the iPhone.

functional separation was made between product developers and
roject developers. Also, requests from service engineers were now
andled by project developers first, to make sure that no customer-
pecific requirements were developed by the core platform team.

Fig. 4
The company’s management team decided in 2005 to change

heir strategic course. They knew that the current way of develop-
ent and implementations would not by scalable with ambitions to

row both domestic and international. As the customer base neared
ts 100th customer, in an economy where developers and ser-
ice engineers are scarce, GX Software intensified their partnering
odel, expecting it to be more successful and scalable in the long

un, where partners would do customer specific implementations
nd GX Software would focus on its platform: GX WebManager.

GX Software currently has a strong focus on the verticals Pub-
ishers and Media and Finance (Banks and Insurance). However,
ver the years they have built a diverse customer base: different
ertical industries require different custom solutions. Furthermore,
omain specific solutions are required, which are so large in num-
ers that it would be challenging for one company to develop and
aintain each plug-in, API, and interface connector. Also, partners
ere increasingly interested in more advanced APIs and develop-
ent kits to further build extensions on top of the current platform.

herefore, from 2007 onwards, the GX Software’s platform was
ebuilt, which enabled partners to develop their custom compo-
ents, and GX Software introduced an online component exchange
arketplace, where components can be published under different

icenses (open, free-closed, and commercial-closed). Currently, this
arketplace accommodates over 1000 components on the GX Soft-
are AppStore. One of the more successful measures GX Software
as taken is build a component certification tool that automati-
ally verifies and certifies third-party plug-ins. The certification
ool enables GX Software to quickly see whether the component
oes not break any interaction standards and that it lives up to GX
oftware’s quality criteria.

.1. GX Software and its degree of openness

GX Software has traditionally been a services company with its
roprietary software product as a foundation for their services, in
hat it has always provided a large amount of services next to its

icense sales. Furthermore, the founders, all academics, have an
pen view on the software business and are willing to experiment
ith new business models. It is therefore not surprising that GX

oftware already at an early stage (2007) started the development
d Software 85 (2012) 1495–1510 1505

of a component store. Furthermore, GX Software has actively con-
tributed to several open source Apache projects, indicating that GX
Software is willing to give back to the community. The business
model has always been, however, to sell both licenses and services.

In regards to GX Software governance, GX Software does not
have an open governance or IP strategy, does not share its acquisi-
tion strategy, and does not share its policy with partners on how to
deal with competition. GX Software has developed a simple part-
nership model. GX Software does not tell third-party developers
how to deal with competition or whether or not to deal with other
ecosystems. GX Software has made its ecosystem explicit and has
an explicit knowledge management strategy in regards to shar-
ing development and implementation knowledge with partners.
To be more specific, GX Software has created different web por-
tals, such as the GX Software AppStore.com portal for sharing and
selling components and a GX Software developer website for devel-
opers to share knowledge. Also, GX Software has a partner directory
that lists partners for implementation and development activities
surrounding the GX Software product.

In regards to GX Software Research and Development, source
code of example components is shared through the WCMExchange
and product architects write blogs on specific topics, usually with
source code included. The core software product however is closed
source. The road map and new innovations (new product develop-
ment) are shared with a select group of industry experts, certified
partners, and customers. Also, new innovations that are not essen-
tial to the product are shared. Examples of this are components that
are placed in the WCMExchange by GX Software developers. The
expert group provides feedback and gets access to release candi-
dates of the software. GX Software shares, in the form of academic
papers and a development blog and guidelines, how they develop
software. GX Software also shares the technological and research
visions through presentations and blogs. GX Software has an inter-
nal policy in regards to source code reuse, since it reuses several
open source components, and shares them with certified partners
and customers. GX Software has created an SDK for developers to
build new applications against and GX Software certifies, using
an automated tool, these third party components. The certifica-
tion tool has been well received (and used) by these third party
developers. GX Software also applies a reuse enabling architec-
ture, although components are mostly used within GX Software’s
main product. At present, the testing process is completely closed.
The bug repository is open to third party developers. GX Software
does share release candidates and have them tested by pilot cus-
tomers and partners. Furthermore, GX Software presently does
some co-development. It does do all kinds of trainings, such as
user, developer, and implementation trainings. Finally, GX Software
applies several open standards in its products.

For GX Software Product Management, the organization shares
explicitly its platform vision through blogs and presentations.
Furthermore, product roadmaps and release plans are published
regularly for both partners and customers. These are based on com-
pany vision, market trends and generalization of the customers and
users. However, the roadmap is not adjusted to the specific wishes
of individual customers. The requirements management process is
steered in part by requirements from partners and customers that
are provided through a portal. GX Software does not outsource the
requirements engineering process to partners.

GX Software Marketing and Sales at GX Software consists
mostly of stimulating partners to sell the GX Software product,
for which a partner network has been created. Domain specific
projects are distributed to specific partners who are specialized in

that domain. GX Software has also created new business models
for its partners with its component store.

In regards to GX Software Consulting and Support Services, GX
Software has made quick advancements in supporting its partners.
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o begin with, GX Software distributes incoming projects among
ts partners. Secondly, in regards to implementation knowledge, a
icket database is available to all partners where implementation
pecific issues are discussed and solved. Thirdly, GX Software has
eveloped several quality measures which are discussed informally
ith each partner. Also, GX Software provides trainings for consul-

ants and developers of third parties. Finally, GX Software has a
rofessional services (PS) organization to support partners during
he implementation process if requested.

.2. GX Software Business Model Alignment

GX Software’s main activity consists of developing software and
ssisting VARs and service partners in providing successful imple-
entation projects for customers. GX Software’s product can be

ownloaded as a community edition, but is more commonly dis-
ributed through partners and resellers, which accounts for the

ain sources of income. GX Software presently does not depend
n external developers to supply code, so in regards to governance
verything is relatively closed. In regards to R&D GX Software is
till discovering the plethora of openness options, but because GX
oftwares ecosystem is relatively young it has not taken the oppor-
unity to fully open up the R&D and SPM domains. On the domains
f M&S and CSS GX Software is open in most respects, as predicted
y the OSE model.

The application domain is suitable for the implementation of a
oftware ecosystem strategy (Bosch, 2009): the market in which GX
oftware is active requires both vertical solutions (governments,
ndustries, etc.) and horizontal solutions (plug-ins, viewers, content
mport and export features, etc.) that cannot be built by one orga-
ization alone in an efficient way. However, productivity of third
arties is still a challenge in the GX Software ecosystem. GX Soft-
are suffers from the bootstrapping problem (Jansen et al., 2009)

ecause there are not enough participants in the ecosystem to gain
ritical mass quickly. Recently, however, a quick increase has been
etected in the number of components in its component store,

eading us to believe that the GX Software ecosystem strategy is
orking.

. Analysis

In this section the findings extracted from the case studies are
resented. One of the main contributions of this article lies in the
act that the business model and strategy determine the degree
f openness of a SPO. In Table 3 is speculated that domains that are
ost open are related to the types of actors (third party develop-

rs, resellers, service partners, and customers) that the organization
ishes to stimulate. For example, it can be seen that when a SPO
ishes to have developers add value to the organization, it must

pen governance, research and development, and software prod-
ct management. Product distribution determines whether service
nd implementation knowledge is required. In the example of SAP,
ne of the world’s largest enterprise resource planning SPOs, for
nstance, a wide network of partners exists that perform imple-

entation of their complex configurable products. On the other
and, for a product such as Eclipse, which generally works out-of-
he-box, less openness is required in the area of deployment and
ervicing.

The EF case makes us hypothesize that in community open
ource development, governance plays the largest part. If soft-
are governance were not in the hands of the members of the EF
hemselves, these members would not be willing to contribute their
oney or their time to the Eclipse ecosystem. Furthermore, the fact

hat the Eclipse platform is released as open source, encourages
evelopers of new components to also open up their components,
d Software 85 (2012) 1495–1510

creating a lively ecosystem to which developers gladly contribute,
due to the profit they make from that ecosystem.

The ODA case shows that in a closed consortium, development
is the main activity. The consortium is expecting value for their
money, and this value should lie in the main product of the con-
sortium (software, in the case of the ODA). Governance is in the
hands of small number of members, instead of any party in an open
source consortium, so these members expect to get the most out of
the consortium. This results in a low overhead organization, such
as the ODA.

When studying the histories of the three organizations, it is
observed that software ecosystems are created by opening up.
In the case of GX Software, it started externalizing the deployment,
configuration, and customization of its main product. In the case
of the ODA, the governance to the development of an essential
component for many CAD software developers was opened up, to
enable them to control the further development of the ecosystem.
In the case of Eclipse, the source code was opened up to maintain
a critical mass of developers and progressively gain influence over
more expensive commercial alternatives. One of the more revealing
observations is that some of the more commercial organizations,
such as for instance Apple and Microsoft, though generally consid-
ered highly closed organizations, have had to open up large parts
of their M&S and CSS domains. It is not so much true that these
organizations are ‘closed’ per sé, but they have tried to maintain
as much control as possible by not opening up their governance
model. It is thus not the ‘closedness’ that is detrimental to the
software industry, but their level of control.

Although openness of an organization tends to be seen as a
good thing for a software organization, openness is not always
beneficial to the organization. In the example of GX Software,
much effort has been spent in opening up the organization. It was
hypothesized that giving up parts of the IP, such as consultants’
knowledge, would increase the critical mass of the GX Software
platform, thereby increasing turnover. However, even though this
knowledge was opened up, GX Software did not start making more
money immediately. It seemed that the critical mass of the soft-
ware ecosystem first needed to grow. This growth period to critical
mass introduces risks, which must be considered by organizations
trying to follow the same strategy.

The ecosystem manager is responsible for keeping the different
actors in the ecosystem satisfied and for developing new policies
and strategies based on the organization’s strategy towards open-
ness. The role of the ecosystem manager is relevant on all domains
of the SPO, as the OSE model illustrates. The role of partnership
and ecosystem manager is rising in SPOs. In all three objects of
study, the role and its responsibilities have been made explicit. The
partnership or ecosystem manager is generally part of the R&D or
M&S department.

Two other findings are further explained below being the facts
that openness creates ‘new’ business models and that licenses do
not determine membership alone.

7.1. Elaboration on Openness and New Business Models

An interesting question is what motivates an organization to
open up the software development process. These decisions are
made with the vision that it will grow or preserve the success of
the functionality that is created by the SPO. It does appear, however,
that the more open an organization becomes, the more radically the
business model needs to be adjusted (Riehle, 2009). Some inter-
esting examples of new business models can be found abundantly

in industry. As one of the experts mentioned “We see some new
developments in the industry, such as hybrid business models with
professional licenses coexisting with open source licenses for the same
code. It is no longer just about the (compiled) code itself, there’s the
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Table 2
Assessment of Openness in SPOs (GX = GX Software).

Domain S/T/O Openness option ODA ECL GX

Governance S Open up governance strategy X X
S Create partnership model X X X
S Open up IP strategy X X
S Coordinate contributions to other ecosystems X
S Share competition policy X
S Share acquisition strategy
S Implement ecosystem knowledge management strategy X X X
T Enforce development process standard X
T Provide partners with governance procedures X
T Coordinate grievances X X
T Help partners in IP conflicts X
O Make ecosystem explicit X X X
O Create a partner directory X X
O Create user groups X X
O Use and create reusable software licenses X

Research and development S Share technology and research roadmap X X X
S Share development process knowledge X X
S Stimulate open standards X X X
S Share source code X X
S Apply for joint research and development funding X
T Share innovations X X
T Support interchangeable data formats X X X
T Share source code policy X X X
T Create reuse policy X X X
T Outsource tasks
T Certify third-party components X
O Create and publish (content) APIs and SDKs X X X
O Create reuse enabling architecture X X X
O Open up testing process X
O Share bug repository X X X
O Do co-development X X
O Provide developer training X X
O Propagate software operation knowledge

Software product management S Share product lifecycle plans for products X
S Share platform strategy and vision X X X
T Outsource requirements engineering to partners X X
T Share and adjust product (line) roadmap(s) X X
T Manage intellectual property of and in product X X X
O Open-up requirements management process X X X
O Open-up release planning process X X
O Share release candidates X

Marketing and sales S Share market vision X X X
S Develop innovative business models X X X
S Create sales partner program X X
T Share market information X
T Share customer and supplier information X
T Develop distribution channels X X
O Certify partners X
O Create internal and external component markets X X X
O Involve partners in marketing and sales X X

Consulting and Support Services S Share services delivery management strategy
T Outsource implementation projects to partners X
T Share ticket database X
T Share project process knowledge X X
T Develop and share quality measures X
O Share implementation knowledge X
O Share (customer) configuration knowledge
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usiness model around it as well.” Here we highlight two short exam-
les of RedHat Linux and MySql.

Red Hat is a publicly listed company that has been successful in
aking profit from open source code, and is most famous for the

ed Hat Linux operating system. Red Hat makes profit by selling
ervices, instead of licenses, such as subscription-based customer

upport, trainings, and software quality assurance, for (partly) open
oftware products. Interestingly, Red Hat is using different licenses
or different products. Some products are completely open source,
hereas other products (and even versions) have more closed
aces for customer communication
g X

licenses. These more closed licenses generally state that the source
code is only available to subscribers of certain support services. The
company is constantly experimenting with openness and making
adjustments to the business model. Red Hat is an example of a com-
pany that still largely relies on third parties from the open source
community (although increasingly on its own customers as well)

to supply new components and products for niche problems that
Red Hat could never solve independently. Red Hat serves as a prime
example of a SPO that stems from the open source world, but makes
profit successfully in a closed industry.
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Table 3
Business model and value adding actors.

Governance R&D SPM M&S CSS

Developers x x x
VARs x x x x x
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Service orgs x x
Customers x x x x

Another example is provided by the product MySQL, that
an provide the database layer in any software product. MySQL,
ecently acquired by Oracle, is sold using multi-licensing, i.e., the
ame source code is distributed with different licenses under differ-
nt conditions. An open source product, for instance, can use MySQL
reely, whereas a commercial closed source product can only reuse
nd resell MySQL under a commercial license. The concept where
ultiple licenses are used for different groups of customers is also

nown as market segregation. Part of MySQL’s income comes from
ervices, much like in the Red Hat example.

.2. Licenses do not determine membership alone

Table 4 lists the different actor types that have been identified
xplicitly within the three cases. GX Software, for instance, distin-
uishes four different types of actors in this context, being service
artners, VARs, component builders, and customers. Customers,
ARs, and service partners add value to GX Software by paying

or licenses. Developers add value to GX Software by building new
omponents for the GX Software platform. One of the contributions
f this article lies in the identification of these actor types.

Another interesting observation is that different members of an
cosystem, such as EF enterprise and strategic members, pay differ-
nt amounts of money for the same rights to the source code (van
ngeren et al., 2011). It must be noted, however, that the difference

n membership lies in other incentives than just the licenses: an
nterprise member simply pays dues, whereas a strategic member
an choose to pay the even larger dues by supplying Eclipse devel-
per hours instead of money. Furthermore, strategic members are
laced on a special strategic members web page, among which are
ompanies such as SAP and IBM.

. Discussion

The OSE model can play the role of a reference framework in
he establishment of the degree of openness of a SPO. Some reser-
ations must be made in regards to the different levels of openness
er openness option, the scoping of the model, and the drivers of
pening up a SPO. Furthermore, some threats to validity must be
ade explicit.
When trying to establish whether an organization is open for

pecific options, it was sometimes difficult to draw the line between
urely open and closed. In the case of the ODA, for instance, source
ode is only available to the alliance members, whereas the source
ode is fully open with regards to the EF case. A similar example
here it was hard to draw the line between open and closed was

ncountered trying to establish whether GX Software with its con-
ribution to one open source Apache component constitutes that
X Software “coordinates contributions to other ecosystems”. More

esearch is required towards this degree of openness of specific
ptions, and their effects on the business model. We consider it a
uture challenge to increase the fidelity of our instrument, where
he different openness options are not valued across a boolean

cale, but a continuous one. Furthermore, we believe that some
f the openness options weigh heavier than others and that there
ay be relationships among different openness options. With a

igher resolution the instrument will provide more precise results,
d Software 85 (2012) 1495–1510

but more data is required before the instrument can be adjusted
like that. One suggestion is to include a generic onion model to
show exactly how far certain openness options reach and base the
openness degree on this reach as well.

The research method that has been followed is design research.
The artifact that has resulted from the design cycles is the OSE
model. Two design cycles have been completed, where in the first
design cycle the model was verified by software ecosystem experts
in interviews and in the second design cycle the model was veri-
fied by performing the three case studies described in this paper.
One of the largest changes made to the model was the addition of
the governance domain, after the discussions with experts. Multi-
ple rounds of evaluation are required to further validate the model
and establish that it is in its final state. The case study research
guidelines of Runeson and Höst (2009) were applied to assure valid
results from the case studies.

Strategic management of a SPO is a complex task that requires a
long breath, vision, and entrepreneurial courage. When it comes to
openness, this is clearly the case. The immediate benefits of opening
up the business can only be found by experiment and measuring
the actual benefits after opening certain options is a challenge. In
the end, the health of the ecosystem determines whether it is ready
for further openness and the resulting growth path. The research
area of software ecosystems would be helped by further assessment
methods (den Hartigh et al., 2006) that establish the maturity and
readiness for openness within an ecosystem.

The research approach suited the maturity of the research topic
well: explorative case studies can help define new phenomena and
in that sense the data set for this research has been rich enough
to create the OSE model. Although the OSE model was not changed
much after the interviews, the model may not be complete. A future
challenge will be to create a model with a higher fidelity, by study-
ing the relationships between openness options and by defining
different scales per openness option.

Table 2 provides an overview of the openness assessment at each
of the case studies. Unsurprisingly, the EF has the highest degree
of openness. It is surprising to see, however, that GX Software, a
commercial organization, appears to be more open than the ODA,
which is governed by a consortium. One of the main contributing
domains to the openness degree is the CSS domain, which is hardly
an issue for the ODA. When comparing organizations, however, all
domains must be considered when evaluating the openness of a
software enterprise.

A discussion point is whether these findings could be summa-
rized into some kind of score or degree. One could imagine the
introduction of a Software Producing Openness Degree (SPOOD).
Such a SPOOD could consists of five components, being the five
domains in the OSE model: governance, R&D, SPM, M&S, and CSS,
where a weighted OSE score is calculated for each of the compo-
nents. For each of the domains D = {g, r, s, m, c} an openness score
could be calculated for a company, where each of the domains could
add equally to the final openness score, i.e.,
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∣ = 20. However, to create and validate the SPOOD, more

data is needed to create a model with a higher fidelity.

9. Related work

Software ecosystems and openness receive a lot of attention. The
topic of software ecosystems lies at the crossroads of many differ-
ent topics related to interaction between software products and
companies. These interactions are for instance found when prod-

ucts reuse other products and require specific licenses (Alspaugh
et al., 2008). Interaction is also found when looking at component
reuse in open development communities, and the software ecosys-
tem view has been used in that context as well (dos Santos and
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Table 4
Ecosystem actor identification and licenses.

Organization Identified value adders Actor type Dues Use Reselling Developer Access source

GX Service partners Service partners high x
GX Value added resellers VARs high x x
GX Component builders Developers None x x
GX Customers Customers high x

EF Associate members Customers very low x x
EF Solutions members VARs low x x x
EF Enterprise members Customers high x x
EF Strategic members Customers very high x x
EF Committer members Developers None x x

ODA Educational members VARs, customers very low x
ODA Associate members Customers low x x
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ODA Commercial members VARs
ODA Sustaining members VARs
ODA Founding members VARs

erner, 2010; Le Berre and Rapicault, 2009). A specific view in the
oftware ecosystem domain looks at the role of a keystone, i.e.,
player that is of fundamental importance to an ecosystem. The
orks of Iansiti and Levien (2004), Bosch (2009), and den Hartigh

t al. (2006) specifically look at this role. A development in the area
f software ecosystems is the modeling of ecosystems with the aim
f understanding the dynamics within such an ecosystem, which is
or example done by Bala Iyer and Lee (2006). The work performed
or this article incited us to perform more research in the area of
artnership agreements, to establish how these affect the openness
f an organization and how these partnership agreements influence
he business model (van Angeren et al., 2011). For an extensive
tudy of the ecosystem literature the systematic mapping study of
arbosa and Alves is useful (Barbosa and Alves, 2011).

With regard to openness, different works play a part in promot-
ng open software and open organizations, with different agendas.
n our work on the clopenness concept (te Molder et al., 2011), we
urther emphasize the gray area between open and closed, and
efine a model that assesses openness on a continuous scale. The
undaments of this model lie in availability, accessibility, trans-
arency, reciprocity, and licensing, which each need to be evaluated
o establish whether an option is open or not. The model is applied
n the context of a software company. It is different from this work
n that it attempts to further uncover the characteristics of each
penness option and in that it incorporates the domain specificity
f the product. Some of the questions asked by Messerschmitt
nd Szyperski (2003) have directly inspired some of the open-
ess options in our model, such as for instance “certify partners”
nd “share market information”. Another assessment that we have
erformed into openness, is that of mobile operating system plat-
orm architectures, where we find that the business model has a
trong influence on the openness options in a software architecture
Anvaari and Jansen, 2010).

In regards to the promotion of open source, a lot of work is being
one in the area of open communities (Raymond, 1999) and open
ource business models (Bonaccorsi and Rossi, 2003; Riehle, 2009;
cacchi, 2007). Also relevant is the work on openness of interfaces
in software ecosystems) such as the work by Cataldo and Herbsleb
n open APIs (Cataldo and Herbsleb, 2010). Openness in the context
f software ecosystems has not been made explicit and this article
ttempts to fill that niche. However, some literature is available on
pen standards and their role in software ecosystems (Bannerman
nd Zhu, 2008; West, 2007).
0. Conclusions

The results of our research indicate that the OSE model described
n this article provides a complete overview of the different options
ium x x x
x x x

high x x x x

and domains that can be opened up by a SPO, taking into account
that the model was evaluated by five experts only. The model has
been evaluated (with completeness as one of the criteria) through
interviews with these experts and applied to three case studies.
It has been established that the OSE model provides insight into
openness options and can help SPOs in determining their open-
ness strategies. The OSE model also shows that an organization can
choose to be open on both the supply and demand side of the sup-
ply chain. Examples of this are the opening up development on the
side of software developers and contributors, or opening up ser-
vice delivery on the side of service partners who deploy, configure,
and service the software platform produced by the organization.
Furthermore, it is shown that the degree of openness is fully deter-
mined by the business model as developed by the decision makers
of the SPO.

Other findings from this research are that openness can quickly
create a critical mass of developers or partners around a product,
if and only if the surrounding partners are ready and prepared
to enter the ecosystem and take up one of the four roles: devel-
oper, VAR, service partner, or customer. Finally, a prerequisite for
a vibrant ecosystem is an open platform.

This article proposes the OSE model to determine the degree
of openness of a SPO. Presently, organizations are perceived to
be either open or closed, frequently stigmatizing those consid-
ered ‘closed’ as being too commercial and unfavorable compared
to open organizations. In this article it is shown that the decision
to be open or closed is multi-faceted and cannot be judged with-
out extensive study. With the further elaboration of the openness
scale, software acquirers can honestly and explicitly measure the
openness of the candidate products, thereby giving them an instru-
ment (the model) to objectively assess the degree of openness of
an organization. On the other side, a health model that establishes
whether the community surrounding a platform or product is ready
for moving towards an ecosystem is beneficial to SPOs: it would
enable them to establish when to open and which options. The
further elaboration of the openness scale and software ecosystem
health model are considered future work. Furthermore, an inter-
esting question is the finding of constellations among data sets
from different organizations. We expect patterns to arise in these
constellations based on characteristics such as non-profit organiza-
tions, (hardware) platform oriented organizations, multi-product
organizations, and international organizations.
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